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Abstract
Elections play a significant role in a Democracy, they are crucial to ensure representation of
people in a democratic country. Conducting elections can be expensive and requires many
resources. It is important to regulate election funding as misuse of these funds can lead to a
dominant party system. Since the establishment of democracy, Political finance has served as the
"wellspring of corruption.”

In 2018, Electoral Bonds scheme was introduced through Finance acts of 2016 & 2017, to
create a more transparent system. Ironically, electoral bonds have only legitimized opacity by
allowing anonymous donations. The scheme was never welcomed by RBI and EC. However, all
the suggestions given by them were ignored by the government.

The EC, RBI, and Judiciary are institutions that at various levels hold up the edifice of
democracy like pillars. There is hardly any doubt that democracy is the biggest casualty in this
matter. There is a need for reforms in the area of political finance to address the nature of
political funding. These reforms must pass the basic tests of transparency and accountability.
The article discusses the issues involved with the scheme and the casualty of government while
dealing with these issues leading to a major setback to democracy.

Key words: Election commission, Electoral Bonds, Democracy, Political finance
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Introduction
Over the years politicians have mastered the art of ingeniously manipulating the regulations and
policies to fill their pockets. Perhaps, the most obvious "wellspring of corruption”1 is Political
finance. Political finance covers all the funds raised and spent for political purposes. It would not
be a bolt from the blue even to the average citizens if they learn that the murky flow of the funds
for elections to fuel politicians and political parties is the major reason for corruption is endemic
in India. One of the key characteristics of democracy is representative government. Ironically,
one of the prominent criticisms of democracy is that the representative government is inept to
regulate the cascade of money in politics. Free and fair elections are important for democracy
and equal representation, and political funds are important to conduct elections. Conducting
elections can be expensive, especially with a population of 135.26 crores.2 Being the world’s
largest democracy, India stands at 80th rank in the “The Corruption Perceptions Index.”

3

Democracy is expensive but not as much as it has always been displayed, deep study of the flow
of cash can open our eyes to see the opaqueness of the whole flow of funds through the political
arteries of the world’s largest democracy.

For decades, the country has been in the delusion that most of the acts leading to corruption
largely involve lower-level government agencies.4 In 2018, the Modi government announced a
new political funding mechanism, electoral bonds, to create more transparent funding. Ironically,
electoral bonds have only legitimized opacity. Electoral bonds are like a promissory note which
can be bought by any Indian citizen or company incorporated (foreign companies as well) to
donate money to any eligible political party as funds. The scheme provides the benefit of
anonymous donation.5

1

KAPUR D & VAISHNAV M, COSTS OF DEMOCRACY: POLITICAL FINANCE IN INDIA (Oxford University Press Ed.,
2018)
2
Accessed July 28, 2020 Find here.
3
Transparency International, The Corruption Perceptions Index, 2020.
4
E. Sridharan, India: Democracy and Corruption, LI & CDE, 2014.
5
Government of India, Ministry of Finance, No.20 (January 02, 2018); also see, Trilochan shastri, The opacity
around electoral bonds, THE HINDU (November 23, 2019), Accessed July 10, 2020, Find here.
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Article 19 (1) (a) of the Indian Constitution, Right to Information, provides it to be the
fundamental right of every citizen to know where the money is being spent by the government. A
well-informed community creates an active and functioning democracy. The Right to
Information Act, 2005, plays an important role in keeping an informed and safe democracy.
Access to information has proven to be an effective mechanism to ensure transparency by
proving to be an antidote to corruption and break the wall of secrecy that shields corrupt
officials.6 In a democracy, the sovereign is the people and it is believed that the Right to
Information strengthens the sovereignty of the people. It is often used as a synonym to
Democracy.

The electoral bond notification, bringing an amendment to Finance acts of 2016 and 2017, by the
government violated the fundamental right provided by Article 19(1) to the citizens.
Surprisingly, it took 2 years and 7 months for the opposition to wake up to the menace of this
amendment.7 The bonds were introduced through Finance acts of 2016 and 2017 leading to the
amendment of four other legislations; Representation of the People Act, 1951 (RoPA), Foreign
Contribution Regulation Act, 2010 (FCRA), Income Tax Act, 1961 and the Companies Act,
2013. The amendments were challenged by the Association for Democratic Reforms(hereinafter
ADR) and two other non-profit organizations: CPI (Marxist) and Common Cause.8 They filed a
writ petition before the honourable Supreme Court of India challenging the scheme on various
bases. The scheme was never welcomed by the RBI nor the Election Commission.9 Both of these
organizations play a major role in democracy and neglecting the opinion of the organizations
which are seen as the epitome of the Right to information is a major setback to democracy. The
article discusses how ignoring the advice of these important organizations may lead to corruption
and what role the court can or shall play to prevent such amendments or acts which have been
skillfully manipulated by the government.

6

The Right to Information: Strengthening Democracy and Development, RTI Paper - 2005 Ombudsman Conference
CHRI.
7
T K Arun, The real problem with electoral bonds, ET (Nov 22, 2019), Accessed July 10, 2020, Find here.
8
Association for Democratic Reforms v. Union of India, (2020) SC 43 (India).
9
Nitin Sethi, Electoral Bonds: Seeking Secretive Funds, Modi Govt Overruled RBI, HUFFPOST (Nov 18, 2019),
Accessed July 10, 2020, Find here.
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Electoral bonds: Meaning and functions
Electoral bonds amendment is one of the most controversial reforms during BJP’s rule, perhaps,
only second to Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019. There have been many claims that the
Electoral bonds scheme is just another malfide reform of BJP to stay in power, which was
declined by the Government. The government claims that the reform is to bring transparency and
ensure privacy in the process of elections.10 To be more objective about the decisions, the idea of
the creators behind the reform must be taken into account.

The intention to introduce the electoral bond scheme was mentioned by (Late) Arun Jaitley in his
2017-budget speech, it took almost a year to finally notify it.11 On January 29th, 2018, the central
government notified the electoral bond scheme which would be bringing certain amendments to
various legislations. An electoral bond is a bearer instrument, in the form of a promissory note,
and an interest-free banking instrument whereby a person or a corporate body can buy bonds by
check or digital payments in India. The citizens or corporate body can only buy bonds from
branches of the public sector banks, which have been duly notified by, for 10 days each in the
months of January, April, July, and October. These bonds can be purchased only for a specified
denomination (Rs. 1,000 to Rs 1 crore) and then the payee can give it to a registered political
party as a donation, which can then be collected from the verified account of the party within 15
days. The scheme gives the advantage of anonymous donation. The bonds do not carry the name
of the donor. However, the payee has to fulfil KYC norms and has to go through an audit trail at
the bank. Besides that, receiving donations via electoral bonds does not require the receiving
party to submit any report. Briefly speaking, neither of the parties, i.e. donor and receiver, is
obliged to reveal the source of the donation. Only the party which has secured at least one per
cent of the votes polled in the most recent Lok Sabha or State election and is registered under
Section 29A of the Representation of the Peoples Act, 1951 will be eligible for a verified account
by Election commission of India.12 Therefore, only the parties fulfilling the above conditions are
eligible for donations via electoral bonds.

Krishn Kaushik, Electoral Bonds Scheme: key objections vs government’s arguments, THE INDIAN EXPRESS
(April 12, 2019)Accessed July 15, 2020 Find here.
11
Budget 2017.
12
Government of India, Ministry of Finance, No.20 (January 02, 2018).
10
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Role of Election Commission in a Democracy
Several democratic upsurge and democratization in India have led to the emergence of
multiparty regimes from a one-party dominant system. The role of election commission comes
into play when, in the rush of attaining power, politicized groups start to ignore democratic
norms. Democracy has brought a sense of self-dignity and self-worth to the underprivileged and
deprived social groups, who are finding a political voice by entering in the public arena. The
democratic processes have provided them with an opportunity by giving them the voice of
assertiveness. However, providing a platform is not enough, especially in a country like India.

The urge to gain more power has led to the emergence of unhealthy competition among sociopolitical groups.13 Less privileged and economically deprived communities and individuals fall
prey to this competition. The EC not only oversees the electoral process but also performs tasks
that would make the entire democratic process in India a mocking if left unattended, especially in
the context of greater policymaking, primarily among the socially and economically
disadvantaged communities. It ensures the adherence to certain norms and requirements for
making the functioning of Democracy more effective, the democratic values are enhanced along
with the growing democratic competition for political assets.14

The Election Commission of India is emerging as the fourth pillar of Indian democracy, the other
three being the executive, the legislature, and the judiciary. It has been called "the means to the
end of a vibrant representative democracy" and as a "bulwark for free and fair elections in
India".15 Its role in democracy is as important as the other three pillars. In a country-wide survey
taken in 1996 by the Center for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS) (Delhi),16 after the
first general elections, the EC was selected as the institution most trusted by the citizens followed
by the judiciary, the state government, local self-government, and so on. The EC held on
13

Chandavarkar Anand, Towards an Independent Federal Reserve Bank of India: A Political Economy Agenda for
Reconstitution, 40(35) EPW 3837, 3837–3845 (2005), Accessed 16 July 2020, www.jstor.org/stable/4417077.
14
INDIA CONST. art. 324.
15
DeSouza and Peter R, The Election Commission and Electoral Reforms in India (D D Khannaet, Democracy,
Diversity, Stability: 50 Years of Indian Independence 1998); Rudolph, Susanne H and Lloyd I R, Redoing the
Constitutional Design: From an Interventionist to a Regulatory State (Atul Kohli, The Success of India's
Democracy, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1998).
16
Aditya Nigam, India after the 1996 Elections: Nation, Locality, and Representation, 36(12) Asian Survey 1159,
1157-169(1996). Accessed July 16, 2020. doi:10.2307/2645572.
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occupying the highest spot in subsequent CSDS surveys. It was observed that during the 90s the
confidence of the public in cabinet and Parliament, the instruments of the developmental,
interventionist state, was eroded which led to the enhancing of the EC’s regulatory role in
democracy.17 The deepening of democracy in India has strengthened the EC's role and has given
it a position of almost equal importance as of the executive, legislature, and judiciary.

The autonomy of the Election Commission and Electoral Bonds
After the announcement regarding Electoral bonds by Late Arun Jaitley in his 2017 budget
Speech, in May, the Election Commission of India wrote a concern regarding the amendments;
the scheme intends to introduce, to the Union Ministry of Law and Justice. The Commission
tried to draw the Centre’s attention towards the threat these amendments may bring to the
transparency by helping political parties in hiding illicit donations from foreign sources. 18 The
letter19 drew attention to how the amendments in these legislations (RoPA, 1951; FCRA,
2010; Income Tax Act, 1961 and the Companies Act, 2013) would lead to decreasing
transparency.

The Companies Act, 2013- The Commission claimed that the amendment in the Companies
Act, 2013 may lead to the infusion of Black money. The scheme amends Section 18220 of the act
removing the provision which limits the donation to only 7.5% of the average net profit of the
company in the preceding 3 years. This would allow the formation of shell companies having the
sole purpose of donating to political parties. The second argument to substantiate the above
claim by the EC was that the amendment to Section 182(3)21 omits the requirement of declaring
political contribution by the companies in their profit and loss statements, which shall again
compromise transparency.
Representation of the People Act, 1951- The amendment to Sections 29(c) and 29(B) of
RoPA, 1951 exempts political parties from the requirement to record donations received by them
17

Id.
Sethi & Kaushik, Supra note 9 & 10.
19
The ECI's May 2017 letter to the ministry of law and justice, obtained under the RTI Act, by HUFFPOST INDIA,
see: Electoral Bonds: Confidential EC Meeting, Exposes Modi Govt's Lies To Parliament. Accessed July 15, 2020.
20
The Companies Act no. 18 of 2013, sec. 182.
21
Sec. 182(3), id.
18
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through electoral bonds in their contribution reports to the EC. Section 29(B) prohibits parties to
take donations from government and foreign companies but by maundering this section, EC can
no longer ascertain if the donations are received from the government or foreign companies. The
EC claimed that this is retrograde as far as the transparency is concerned, as this would not allow
EC to check if the government has violated Section 29(B) by taking donations from the
government and foreign companies.
The Income Tax Act, 1961- The Income Tax Act amendment allows for anonymous donations
up to Rs 20,000, and donors no longer need to include their names or PAN information. Political
parties could, therefore, avoid scrutiny by registering donations below Rs 20,000 and facilitate
anonymous donations.
To these serious objections by the Election Commission, the Finance ministry rather than
resolving the fundamental concerns in writing called both RBI and EC for a meeting to “finalize
the structure” of the Electoral Bonds with Arun Jaitley, then finance minister. It can be
substantiated from the records that even after the meeting the EC was not completely satisfied
with the amendment and even suggested some changes.

22

The government not only subtly

ignored their opinion but also hid their objections from the parliament. These objections by both
RBI and EC came into the knowledge of the public only after the petition in the Supreme Court
regarding the legality of the amendment.
The Constitution provides provisions under which Parliament shall enact laws, from time to
time, that may help the EC in conducting elections.23 Notably, both the Representation of the
People Act, 1950, and the Representation of the People Act, 1951 were among the first few acts
under these provisions. By bringing changes in the laws, which are especially to facilitate EC for
conducting free and fair elections, without considering the objections by the Election
Commission is very hypocritical of the government. Till now, various commissions, including
the Election Commission, have given detailed recommendations on suitable remedies but the
government has not acted on them.24 Election Commission, being a constitutional body, gets its

22

Gaurav V. Bhatnagar, How Finance Ministry Decided RBI's Dissent on Electoral Bonds Meant 'Indirect'
Approval, THE WIRE (Nov 20, 2019), Accessed July 15, 2020 Find here.
23
Art. 324, Supra note 14.
24
Bhatnagar, Supra note 22.
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autonomy for conducting elections of both Parliament and the state legislatures by Constitution
only.25
As mentioned above the commission is essential for the proper functioning of democracy, thus, it
shall have some autonomy in the laws which may affect its working. Such action by the
government not only threatens the autonomy of EC and other private institutions, which
expressed their objections for the scheme but also threatens democracy by moving towards oneparty dominance. To some point, this may make sense that the more funds a political party
receives more are the more chances of winning. Notably, the current government received 61%
(1450 cr) of the total funds through electoral bonds, which forces us to question the legality of
the scheme even more.26
Role of Reserve Bank in Indian Democracy
The Reserve bank of India (hereinafter as RBI), established by the RBI Act 1934, is the Central
bank of India which among other things regulates the entire banking system in India. The
functions of the central bank include not only the creation of money or more broadly monetary
management, but also the management of public debt of Government, regulation, and
supervision of banking entities, financing of developmental activities and other associated
functions.27Since the establishment of RBI, there have been many conflicts between the
Government and the RBI. Conflicts between the governments and central banks are ingrained in
the changing dialogue of every democracy. Mainly due to the different theories regarding the
extent of autonomy the central banks should have.
The autonomy of the RBI
The conflicts between RBI and Government date back to October 1936, more than a decade
before independence. The RBI’s first Governor, Osborne Arkell Smith, resigned after only
eighteen months in his post, two years before his term was to expire. The reason was not merely

25

Art. 324, Supra note 14.
Anubhuti Vishnoi, At Rs 1,450 cr, BJP got 61% funding via Electoral Bonds before LS polls, ET (Jan 10. 2020),
Accessed July 16, 2020, Find here.
27
Gautam Chikermane, RBI versus the government: Independence and accountability in a democracy, ORF
(Occasional paper) 12-17, 1-26 (Dec 7, 2018) Find here.
26
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“temperamental incompatibility,” as Smith mentioned in his speech, but smith’s divergent
opinions from then Finance Member over the lowering of the Bank rate.28
The independence of the Central bank of any country, generally, can be violated in three areas:
financial aspects, personal matters, and conduct of policy. Financial independence includes the
central bank's right to determine to what degree government spending is funded by federal
reserve’s credits, either directly or indirectly. Direct or implicit government access to central
bank credits may mean that monetary policy is subordinated to fiscal policy. Personal
independence covers the appointment and dismissal procedures of the bank’s officials. It also
covers the nature and extent of the Government’s representation in the central bank. Finally,
political independence is related to the autonomy given to the federal reserve in monetary policy
formulation and execution.29
The episode of smith’s resignation found an uncanny echo several times under almost every
government. From the resignation of the governor B. R, Rau, under Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru, to resignations of three consequent governors, under PM Narendra Modi. The sole
difference is, in the 20th century the governors had to resign however in the 21st century they
can negotiate conflicts better, the government using the threat to use section 7 or the governor
threatening to resign. The execution and enforcement of government authority may have taken a
backseat or made the government seem more circumspect, the fact is that policy tension does and
will continue to exist between the two institutions. 30
Democracy provides a system of checks and balances between government and other regulatory
bodies. It is clear that being a regulatory body, introduced by the parliament, the RBI cannot
have complete autonomy. However, if the government will get full control over the central bank,
the chances of misuse and corruption are high. This raises the question of the degrees of
independence the central bank should have in order to avoid the conflicts as well as the misuse
by the government. There are a few reasons why the government holds greater power than the
central bank. The first reason is the checks-and-balances clauses embedded in the RBI act and
28

Chandavarkar, Anand, Central Bank and Government: An Untold Story from RBI's Early History, 35(34) EPW,
3048-060 (2000), Accessed July 25, 2020, www.jstor.org/stable/4409654.
29
Y.V. Reddy, Autonomy of the Central Bank: Changing Contours in India, Foundation day lecture at IIM, Indore
(October 3, 2001), Accessed July 20, 2020, Find here.
30
Chikermane, supra note 28.
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another reason is that the accountability falls in the hands of the government and not RBI. The
question that is important to be answered is when and to what degree the government should use
this power.
Electoral bond and RBI’s Dissent
In a democracy transparency must be the guiding principle, voters should be aware of the funds
contributed to the political parties by various entities. Political finance needs to be more
transparent, however, the recent attempt by the government to alter the political funding
mechanism to move away from opaque cash donation does not seem to fulfil the purpose. The
manner in which the EB scheme was introduced and then implemented poses significant
concerns over whether the instrument, in its current form, can facilitate a shift towards a more
transparent system.
On November 21, 2017, the government stated that the “RBI has indirectly agreed for electoral
bonds to be issued by SBI as recorded in the CCB minutes” and that “Finance Minister may like
to approve the notification for issuance”.31
A look into the conversation between RBI and the government reveals that RBI continuously
showed its concern regarding the electoral bonds scheme. In various letters by RBI to the
government, it raised many concerns and doubts regarding the scheme. The major concerns by
the RBI were regarding the issue of EBs as bearer instruments which create a possibility of
misuse by promoting money laundering. It would allow unlimited and untraceable donations by
corporate entities, including foreign entities, through shell companies.32 To these concerns, an
argument can be made that anonymity shields donors from future retribution. However, as
mentioned earlier transparency must be the guiding principle of democracy, and protecting the
confidentiality of donors does not serve any public purpose. 33
Also, the scheme allows a government-owned bank, SBI, rather than the federal bank to be the
issuer of these bonds. This raises the question of influence the government can exert on the
functioning of the funds. Since the bank has to retain the contributor's information and then has

31

Bhatnagar, supra note 22.
Huffpost, supra note 9, page 9.
33
Money and power, The Indian Express (November 23, 2019) Accessed July 18, 2020 Find here.
32
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to give this information to enforcement authorities on request, it attracts the idea that the
government may access such details and use them to its advantage.
It is important for us, as a democracy, to understand the autonomy of RBI. Also, to understand
how the incumbent government can misuse mentioned provisions in the RBI Act. This could
loom uncertainty over the independence of the Central Bank, resulting in faulty economic
policies and could make things worse for an already stagnating economy like India.
Another problem concerning the tussle for control between the Central government and the RBI
is of the Central Government coming up with chaotic and haphazard policies for boosting up the
economy and curbing corruption like Demonetization policy, rush-up in implementation of GST
all over the country, and finally electoral bonds. The advice given by the RBI to the incumbent
government has been ignored in favour of and convenience of their political agenda.
Role of Judiciary in Indian Democracy
The constitution of India, the fundamental law of the land, along with other legislation provides
many rights to protect and safeguard the people of India. The constitution was drafted with a
four-fold objective of securing justice, liberty, equality, and fraternity to all the people of India.34
It allocates and distinguishes the powers to three organs of democracy viz. legislature, executive,
and the judiciary. These organs ensure the protection of the objectives laid down by the
Constitution. The legislature makes the law, the executive implements and the judiciary ensures
their proper implementation and interpretation.
Courtrooms are the epitome of justice, where domination and oppression are challenged. The
Judiciary is primarily responsible for maintaining people's faith in the rule of law. It plays an
important role especially in a federation by deciding the controversies between the constituent
States inter Se, between the Centre and the States, as well as between various organs of the state.

34

Omdutt, Role Of Judiciary In The Democratic System Of India, 2(3) GOLDEN RESEARCH THOUGHTS 1-8, at 1
2012.
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Association for Democratic Reforms v. Union of India
Electoral bonds case has been in the Supreme Court since 2018 and it is disappointing to note
that the court remained unmoved for almost nine months after the allegations were made. In
January 2018, the petitioner (Communist Party of India, Election Commission, and NGO
Association for Democratic Reforms) reached out to the apex court to ask for a stay on the
scheme. To this, in April 2019, Judiciary itself stated in Para 11 of the order 35 that the case is a
“weighty issue and would require an in-depth hearing” and ordered all the political parties to
submit details of funding received through the electoral bonds in a “sealed cover” to the Election
Commission of India. The reasoning given by the Supreme Court may sound reasonable.
However, the Court has not mentioned that the constitutional challenge they are dealing with was
filed more than a year ago, in early 2018. During these months, a significant amount (more than
a hundred crores) of political funding was secured through the bonds scheme. Surely the issue
was as weighty in early 2018, as it was in 2019 and till today. In paragraph 12,36 the Court then
notes that it has to ensure that any interim arrangement would not incline the balance in favour of
one party. However, adequate safeguards against the competing claims of the parties should also
be ensured.
The strange manner in which the Court is ensuring a “balance” to simply let the scheme continue
and ask the political parties to provide the details in a sealed cover to the EC, only created more
chaos by letting the political parties continue to receive funds with the same scheme. The
complete challenge was based majorly on the argument that the scheme legalizes corruption in
politics by allowing secret and limitless corporate donations. The Court while trying to “balance”
the interests of both the parties has failed to notice that political parties are unlikely to have too
much useful information to hand over to the ECI by giving the details of the funds. As, the
electoral bond is a bearer bond, therefore there is not much information for the EC, beyond the
number of the bond, name of the bearer, and the amount, on these electoral bonds. 37 The
Supreme Court’s order seems to ignore this aspect and undermines the impact that the Court
intended to have with the order.
35

Para 11, Electoral Bonds: Order, April 12, 2019, Supreme Court of India.
Para 12, Id.
37
Gautam Bhatia, Judicial Evasion and the Electoral Bonds Case, INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW AND PHILOSOPHY
April, 2019. Accessed July 18, 2020, Find here.
36
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Recently, in May 2020, the current Chief Justice of India stated that if the Supreme Court had
found it unnecessary to stay the EBS earlier, it may not put a stay on the scheme even now. 38
Controversies regarding electoral bonds are not hidden. For the last few years, the court has
given multiple judgments talking about, rather in a praiseful manner, the voter’s “right to know”
as an element of Article 19(1)(a), as a cornerstone of democracy, as integral to free and fair
elections, and so on.39 However, when it was finally the time to test these propositions the court
suddenly seems to forget all these principles.
Independence and Accountability in a Democracy
The EC, RBI, and Judiciary are institutions that at various levels hold up the edifice of
democracy like pillars. Any political party that forms the government is expected, naturally, to
uphold these institutions’ autonomy. However, the current government has managed to almost
intervene in the freedom of all these institutions in one or another way. From the NJAC 40 to
controversy on Section 7 of the RBI Act, and now the Electoral scheme. The government has not
only managed to create a crack on the pillars but also has managed to weaken their power and
autonomy.

Judiciary and EC both were provided utmost freedom by the farmers of the

constitution. The constitution is designed in such a way that it provides a system of check and
balance between three pillars of Indian Democracy, i.e. legislature, executive, and Judiciary.
Contemporary examples substantiate the fact that any hindrance by the democratically elected
government to the significant institutions jeopardizes the very existence of democracy.
The electoral Bond controversy indicated towards the serious threat democracy is prone to. How
easily the government ignored, misled, and overruled the RBI, and the Election Commission.
The government not only rejected their initial objections to electoral bonds but also ignored
several of the subsequent recommendations from the institutions, to make the system less
vulnerable to fraud and less likely to destabilize the Indian currency.

Krishnadas Rajagopal, Won’t Stay Electoral Bonds Scheme Even Now: CJ, THE HINDU Jan 20, 2020, Accessed
July 28, 2020, Find here.
39
Gautam Bhatia, supra note 37.
40
Maneesh Chhibber, No NJAC but Modi govt still manages to have a say on judges’ appointments, transfers, THE
PRINT (November 9, 2019), Accessed July 28, 2020, Find here.
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Some believe that the government being the elected power must take precedence over nonelected bodies such as the RBI and Election Commission though the facts seem to differ from the
argument.41 As mentioned above the report of the most trusted institution by the Center for the
Study of Developing Societies shows that Institutions that are not elected or appointed by an
electoral mandate enjoy a higher degree of trust among citizens than those in which voters enjoy
an election option (where citizens are actually voters) such as the parliament or legislatures. 42 In
other words, people are more pleased with the functioning of the institutions in which they
render no choice (at least not directly), than those political institutions in which they have the
choice.
Even the top un-elected bodies of India are not completely independent of the political influence.
The government has a significant part to play in nominating judges, election commissars, armed
forces chiefs and CAGs. This allows elected governments some restricted accountability. In
essence, democracy requires checks and balances for proper and smooth functioning. India
requires autonomous, un-chosen institutions to check elected governments' strength.
Simultaneously, India also needs political checks on autonomous entities that cannot remain
unaccountable. Debates over the extent and validity of these checks and balances in a democracy
are both inevitable and reasonable. There will always be contradictions of potential or real
existence between different concepts. What may keep a democracy stable, representative, and
fair and true to its definition is proper coordination with all the pillars of democracy.
In conclusion, very little attention has been given to the issues involved with the Electoral bonds
scheme. There is hardly any doubt that democracy is the biggest casualty in this matter. There is
a need for reforms in the area of political finance to address the nature of political funding. These
reforms must pass the basic tests of transparency and accountability. In this case, it appears that
these fundamentals have not been adhered to. It has significant consequences on the functioning
of democracy, and hence demands a better and deeper look at political finance and its
instruments.

41
42

Anand, supra note 13.
Anand, Id.
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